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Sampie tram Earth Epochs

"EARTH EPOCHS OVERVIEW"
CHAPTER REVIEW
Notes from John Jensen

Lloyd pye had agreed to co-author this
and the following three books in the
Earth Epoch series. His untimely pass
ing in Dec. 2013 left only the Introduc
tion and Ocean Rise chapters complete.
I have continued with the writing, though
it is less dynamic, articulate and cohe
sive than Lloyd's writing skills. Though
we disagreed on some points, he was
the best collaborator any person could have. A good friend .
RIP Lloyd .

1just want you to have as clear as possible picture of what I
am trying to accomplish in the book. First it is important to
make two points that the entire collection of my works rests
on . One, I have no formal education past the 8th grade, alt
hough 1 have attended and audited some degree level clas
ses in a couple of Universities. Most of my education is self
taught, and with the availability of the open internet over the
last 20 years, I am about as weil read as could be expected
for a novice.
Secondly, I make absoJutely no claim to attack nor defend,
support or debunk either side of the Evolution- Young Earth
Creation argument
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I do not advocate for any 'agenda', whether that agenda is
academic, religious or scientific. To ensure there is no mis
communication about my personal perspective; I am an
avowed 'Short Period Catastrophist', expecting to prove via
catastrophic ocean rise, the geologie column, deep core
drills, ice core sampies, varve layers and other readings , that
the Earth experiences major and cataclysmic catastrophes
including dipole exchange on an irregular short term basis.
The geologie column shows the average static or calm peri
ods that are between catastrophes to average about 7,000
years. Many periods are much shorter, some are longer, and
a very few are quite long.

With the discoveries of the sunken offshore Florida Harbors,
I knew without any doubt that I could and would prove a civi
lization in North America just prior to 7000 years ago, and
with that proof, I would have the foundation for proving the
last great cataclysm of 7000 YBP. (Yeaffl Before Present)
The last piece is proving how and why cataclysms return on
such a frequent, though not precise schedule.
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The above statement is proven by the many core drills taken
by geologists, hunting for natural resources. The deepest
core drills taken in general terms are about 50,000 feet into
the earth's mantle.
Those core drills collectively show strata that changes from
limestone (ocean floor) to sandstone (land erosion buildup)
to shale (Shallow sea). and hard rock (granites. etc.) then
back again. Most levels are between 2' and 14' thick, or
roughly 1,000 to 7,000 years in age duration. Proof of strata
change on a repeating short eycle basis is called the 'geo
logie column' and it is as faseinating as any information I
have ever looked at. beeause it demonstrates, without ques
tion, how dynamic, volcanie and eatastrophic our planet iso

The reason we know for certain that super mega eataclysms
aceompany every change, is that eaeh stratum of the geo
logic column mostly does not have a transition layer, but
ehanges from an oeean bed (limestone) to some other non
oeean surfaee, then back to limestone then back to some
thing else on a clean non-transition basis.
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In addition, magnetic polarity in rocks and geological strata
demonstrates pole shifts have caused the poles to be locat
ed at many different places on the surface of the Earth at
different times
The earth's surface as a whole is very dynamic, and most of
the visible changes that we see are much more recent than
most anyone understands. This is the time period ranging
from the last 150,000 to possibly 180,000 years ago, and
even that period is problematical. Other changes that reach
back into the mists of the far distant past are buried deep in
the geologie column, certainly much deeper than the few
feet covering many fossilized and non-fossilized dinosaur
banes.

The Andes and Rockies are NOT old, not even like a little
bit, as structures like Puma Punku so readily show. The last
three levels of civilization are readily apparent to anyone
who can read the base blocks, intermediate and top stones
of the South American Andes ancient ruins .
Page
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The same is true about every set of megaliths in the world
from Baalbek, to Jerusalem, to the Giza Plateau to South
America. The bottom stones are the best cut and dressed
and also the largest. The second layer of stones are smaller
and less weil cut and dressed , and the top layer is generally
rough stone to field stone in structure and design.

I have hard evidence that shows the Giza Plateau has been
inundated (underwater) at least twice, if not more, since the
Plateau and the Great Pyramid were built. I am not a pyra
mid expert, but I am a very good analytic oceanographers,
(more accurately a seaman-commercial fisherman) and
when I see moving salt water effects in any beach or land
environment, I can basically identify that as a once ocean
based location.
A big piece of the evidence structure is the Valley of the
Whales, about 82 miles fram the Giza Plateau
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Valley of the Whales

Tufoni pitting, below is a result of seawater tidal action on
limestone.
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There is also recorded documentation of the Caliph of
Cairo's lead engineer when dismantling the limestone easing
of the GP in the 13th centu ry, made arecord of a salt en
erustation layer (tidal shoulder) at about 254' height around
the exterior.
When first entered in modern times, the Queens chamber
had a 'very thick' salt encrustation Une inside the chamber,
showing without doubt, that the pyramid had been inundated
to that level for so me serious period of time. (Many thou
sands of years) That salt fine, though well-known and docu
mented, has been cleaned out to a great degree, because I
suspect it is an embarrassment to Egyptology.

Giants in the Historical Record

I will be able to prove in this book that many mid-sized dino
saurs lived up into the mid Holocene about 7000 years ago,
while sm all pockets of deelining size species survived weil
up into the modern age. I will present a book full of images,
pictographs, pottery, carvings, ete.
Page
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I will prove that hominids of great stature (over 15' tall) lived
weil into the Holocene start, and some mid-sized giants
(about 12-18' lived weil into the mid Holocene, while smaller
giants up to about 10' lived up into relatively modern time.
There were greater sized hominins (up to 36' tall) and some
extraordinary large dinosaurs in some previous Epoch when
ambient so-ca lied 'gravity' was much less dense than it cur
rently iso

Dinosaurs in Modern Times

I will also present articles on recent DNA tests on soft tissue
and hemoglobin elements trom more than 60 non-fossilized
dinosaur bones, some still frozen in place in the great per
mafrost deepfreeze of the Northern Arctic Polar Regions.
Supporting that fact, I will prove that Gravity as a fixed law
does not exist, and what we perceive as the 'G' force is ac
tually the 'charge density' of an Electrostatic Field Force.
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Such proofs are defined specifically for Earth's biosphere,
and I am not going to extend the idea into Galactic or Uni
versal application. That study is for others to discuss who
are more qualified than me in Sub Quantum Kinetics.
I will show that during several of the lce Melt Pulses, (Ocean
Rise) the ambient temperature rose to a level that was at the
limits of sustaining human and domestic animallife, and as a
result, populations went underground to survive the incredi
ble heat index. They built complex cities and great distance
tunnel systems on most of the major continents of the world .

Last, I am not a commercial or consumer based writer. I
write like I talk, so this entire book is first and foremost, a
dialogue between you and me.
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'Aliens tl and 'Extraterrestrials' - a different view
Throughout recorded history, and in our ancient past there
are witnessed , photographed, documented or bone frag
ment-fossil remains from at least 23 distinctly different homi
nid-hominin body types. There also exist thousands of draw
ings, paintings, cave art, artifacts, weavings , figurines, fres
eoes and pottery depicting so-ca lied 'astronaut' images and
some form of 'saueer like' or other aerial or 'flying' craft.
Myths and legends abound from nearly all cultures araund
the world of 'visitors' that arrived 'fram the sky' in some kind
of aerial vehicle-craft, where they then proceeded to develop
and teaeh agriculture, water management and other civiliz
ing technologies to the loeals, following which they abruptly
departed in their 'aerial' vehicles, pramising to return at
some future or later date.

In the 1950's, Immanuel Velikovsky, Charles Hapgood, and
others began to prapose a chaotic, cataclysmic Earth, with
short duration stable periods, followed by Near Extinction
Level (ELE) catastrophic events which 'wiped out' or nearly
destroyed the biological envelope of the earth. Shortly after
that period, Zachariah Sttch in and Erich von Däniken
grouped some of the various theories into an "Ancient Astro
naut" theory.
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In the last several years, certain protagonists, and particular
Iy Von Däniken's hirsute assistant, Giorgio A. Tsoukalos
have developed a collected hypothesis based on much of
the above artifacts and associated myths and legends that
meld the sightings, representations and artifacts depieting
'erafts' and 'oceupants' into a polyglot 'ANCIENT AUEN'
theory. In addition, super-imposed over the "Alien" theory is
an enormous umbrella 'eonspiracy theory' that the Govem
ment "knows all about it, and is in fact "covering everything
up.

What makes the 'Aneient Alien theory so scary, is that like
any faith based 'religion', it is predicated on a stunning lack
of evidence (hard artifacts) of either hominin or eraft, let
alone the first shred of proof of exactly where in the Galaxy,
Universe or Multi-Verse these so-called 'Aliens' eame from .

Whatever, or whoever "They" are, like every other species
on Earth, 'They" are more likely rather than less likely to be
part of the fabrie of all earbon based life forms indigenous to
this planet.
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Because, from what we know currently, the Starchild skull
and the elongated skulls are more likely, rather than less
likely to share some part of their DNA with other hominids
and other carbon based life torms on the planet.

That makes it very likely "They" are FROM this planet, and
not from somewhere else out there in the Galaxy or Uni
verse. Every single piece of information associated with
'Their" various body types can be explained in terms of be
ing an Original Terrestriallife form, easier than saying 'They"
are from somewhere 'out there'. Please note that I never al
lude to the fact that 'they' might have gone out there some
where, and then returned here to Earth (their horne planet) ,
or that some may still be "out there". All those scenarios are
possible, but not necessarily probable. Previous populations
on this planet of all kinds of families of carbon based life
forms have produced divergent and splendid panoply of var
iation in their farnily linage during particular short, shorter
and longer 'Epochs'. (Or periods between 'catastrophes').
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The point was. and is ....that some Earth based hominin
group in one of the Epochs in the not so distant past had the
capabilities of space travel. At least historical references
seems to attest to that as a fact, as weil as very clear refer
ence to space traveJ in the Book of Enoch , The Sanskrit Ep
ics, (Mahabharata and Ramayana) and the many other de
pictions of craft and occupants throughout history also attest
to that fact. Because those 'testaments' exist, does not mean
necessarily that either the craft or occupants are originally
"FROM" out there somewhere else in the galaxy or universe.
It was and is much more realistic to refer to unknown 'Other
Terrestrials' as 'Ancient Astronauts" than it is to call them
"Aliens'} or "Extraterrestrials".
"They" have significant DNA matches to other living organ
isms on Earth, wh ich logically means "They" are more likely
to be FROM here, than they are to be FROM somewhere
'out there'. If there were a single piece of hard evidence of
any kind, that could ONLY have come from some other envi
ronment than our Solar System and/or Earth, then I might
listen to an argument that accounted for that particular piece
of evidence, and then I would still argue that it is just as like
Iy that the OT's (Other Terrestrials) traveled OUT to that 10
cation, got the artifact and then returned.
This Earth is just as likely to be their home base, with bases
on the Moon, and Mars as any other scenario. The idea that
'They' had more time to evolve somewhere out there in
space doesn't meet the facts of our own growth as a civiliza
tion. Where is any proof of how long it takes a culturaJ group
to attain space f1ight? We are the only example there is, (that
we know about) and we went from burning people at the
stake for their religious be liefs , to putting men on the Moan
and then bringing them back safely is something around 250
years. It just didn't take us very long to go from making fire
with a couple of sticks to listening to Peter Jennings on the
Evening News.
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'Why" any other Hominin group or cutture couldn't do it is
just rhetoric. It is a proven fact that it can be done, (because
WE have done it, so it is more likely, rather than less likely
that BECAUSE it has been done is our recent past it most
certainly could have been done in some pre-cataclysmic an
cient past.
The deepest natural resource (oil exploration) core drills go
down about 55,000 feet. They all demonstrate layers that
have random and often alternate patterns of material. Sand
stone for several feet, then slate, or limestone, then sand
stone, then silicate, then sandstone, then limestone, etc.
Most layers average about 14 foot deep, or geologically
speaking, give or take, about 7,000 years.
One is nearly 250 foot deep (red sandstone) representing
nearly 120,000 years, though many are 2-5 feet deep. For
the global surface to change from limestone (ocean bottom)
to sandstone (Land) requires a catastrophic event that often
was probably very elose to an extinction level event. A good
example is the Mt. Tubo event about 72,000 years ago. Mo
lecular Biologists agree that the Human Genome Pool was
narrowed down to about 5,000 breeding pairs of Homo sapi
ens at that time. What that evidence suggests is that every
hominin culture that has grown into a full civilization has
done so in one of the periods between cataclysms. And like
us, in a fairly short period of time.
If one of those cultures obtained interstellar space flight, as
we are on the edge of doing, putting contingents of the cul
ture into space to avoid a coming catastrophic event is not
only logical but almost certainly true. Once living off planet
for any length of time, one to two thousand years, their mor
phology would change to something different (in a weight
less environment), and if the catastrophic event changed the
electrostatic field of earth enough that it caused super giant
plant and land animals to go extinct, then the OT's probably
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stayed out there (Moon, Mars or other space Base) for a
very long time after the deluge.
And they probably haven't completely adjusted to the current
electrostatic fjeld density (the current construct of 'gravity')
on this, their home planet.
And last, the OT's do in fact share some DNA with other
carbon based life forms on Earth . We have good DNA sam
pies from both the Starchild and the Elongated Skulls. They
both share some common DNA with other hominids as weil
as most other life forms. Note I said some. I am not advocat
ing they are any closer to 'Human' than they are to a sea cu
cum ber. They share same of the same DNA. That is what
makes them more likely, rather than less likely to be part of
the biological fabric of this planet.
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Hominids are a very tiny percent of the carbon based life
forms on earth. The OT's (based on the Starchild and Para
cas Skulls DNA) share a significant portion of their DNA with
ALL other life forms on this planet, which means it is more
likely, rather than Jess likely that 'they' are an intrinsic part of
the fabric of that biology. It is much more 'fantastical' to pos
tulate "They" came from somewhere far-far away to Earth
just to find they are a near perfect match to terrestrial DNA",
than it is to recognize "They" are much more Iikely to be an
intrinsic part of the fabric of carbon based life forms of this
planet, than any other postulate.

To clarify my thoughts on the machine code nature of terres
trial DNA; There are two parts to DNA. One is what used to
be termed 'junk' DNA wh ich is understood as NOT having
strings of 'active' or 'functioning' code, wh ich now are under
stood as possibly being the 'instruction set', that when acti
vated, defines the 'blueprint design' of the 'replicate shell" or
body, or chromosome structure) and produces (outputs) the
code as a physical form, The DNA of that body contains the
'instructions' to replicate itself in its original environment, and
that is the DNA that we can copy, duplicate, 'read' and ana
Iyze. The DNA at that level is environmentally specific, and
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so would vary widely from one biological environment to an
other. (As it does here on Earth) .
The master instruction set (to build or blueprint the specific
chromosomes design) would be universal, but the result
would be specific to a particular environment. So, if that sce
nario is true, I see no logical reason to assume any replicant
carbon based life form (body) from any other system in the
Galaxy or Universe to have any similarities at all to those
from our planet.
Only by some astronomically rare set of circumstances
would the two even be remotely related. The only scenario I
could even imagine is if the x-planet was "exactly" like Earth
in all aspects, meaning Lithosphere, Biosphere, Density, G
force, etc. Any change in 'G' force, with a change in the
chemistry would radically alter life forms in ways we can
hardly imagine.
There is a distinct relationship between all carbon based life
form's DNA on this planet, where the similarities in both de
sign and structure as weil as what appears to be identical
strings of DNA suggest a direct link between humans, homi
nids, hominins and the entire panoply of flora and fauna,
both past and present.
We share somewhere around 97% of our DNA with Chim
panzees, 94% with great apes, and weil over 50% with a sea
cucumber. We share less with the DNA of the Starchild . But
that is for another argument. W hy 'interventionists' insist of
calling hominins 'extraterrestrial' when every sighting every
recorded shows creatures and their craft as being 'here' (on
Earth, the Moon and probably Mars) That could, or might
make them 'Other Terrestrials·. They are here as evidenced
by tens of thousands of eye witnesses, tens of thousands of
photographs , drawings, depictions, representations of craft
and occupants. The "Other Terrestrials" or "OTs" have 5-6
generally different body or exoskeleton shapes and sizes,
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they travel in craft that have 3-4 general shapes, and exhibit
3-4 specific non-gravitational characteristics including vari
ous degrees of transparency, including instantaneous visibil
ity and invisibility. Craft also travel at incredible speeds,
make right angle or reverse direction hi speed turns and ap
pear and disappear on radar and other tracking devices in
stantaneously.
To speculate on where "They" are from is as meaningless as
attributing any "purpose or meaning" to their observed be
havior. At best we can document and categorize what is ob
served. The preponderance of evidence will eventually lead
to some general conclusions, the most obvious being that
craft behavior suggests some form of anti-gravity control,
likely to be artifacts of an electrostatic field 'envelope' , (actu
ally, Los Alamos NL Scientists know that to a degree of near
certainty).
The above demonstrates that observed phenomenon of
"Other Terrestrials" are in fact elements of actual dimension
al craft and occupants, that they have been here as long as
recorded history exists, and likely far into the pre-historic
past. That, however does NOT support that "They" are "Ex
traterrestrial" or trom somewhere else in the galaxy or uni
verse. Without speculation or guesswork, "They" are "Other"
andlor possibly "Unknown" terrestrials. The odds are astro
nomical against a biological envelope existing out there on
some other planet in this or some other Galaxy, that match
es exactly our environment, and THEN that environment
producing a near identical body replicant of an Earth Homi
nid with DNA that matches ours, at least close enough to
hybridize both. It is completely outside my realm of reference
to even contemplate. Not only do I not think it happened, I
don't even think It possible.
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